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SCHOOL PURPOSE STATEMENT and VISION
Boyare Primary School aims to develop each child to the best of her/his
potential; academically, socially, emotionally and physically.
Our school community has a vision to embrace our motto, ‘Learning Together’
by developing independent learners with the skills and knowledge to become
productive, happy and fulfilled members of an ever changing world. Our school
community is united in teaching the values that enable our students to lead in
the development of a harmonious and inclusive, multicultural society.

Principal – Glenn Murray
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Boyare Primary School is a Six Kinds of Best
School
SCHOOL COMMUNITY
Boyare Primary School, in the suburb of Mirrabooka, approximately 14 kilometres north east of the
Perth CBD, opened in 1991. Mirrabooka is an Aboriginal word which describes the constellation of
the Southern Cross.
The student population is approximately 280 students. 68.5% of students have a language other
than English as their first language with over 33 different first languages identified. Arabic,
Vietnamese, Turkish, Somali and various Burmese dialects are the major languages, besides English,
spoken.
8% of the student population is indigenous.
First Languages of students enrolled at Boyare Primary School
Aboriginal Amharic
Arabic
English
Dari
Dinka
English
Kurdish Macedonian Mandarin
Tagalog

Thai

Taringar

Bahasa
Indonesia
Farsi
Nyungar
(Noongar)
Tigrinya

Baluchi Bosnian

Burmese Cantonese Chin

Filipino Hakha
Oromo Punjabi

Hazara
Somali

Karen
Sudanese

Kuku
Swahili

Turkish Vietnamese

Cultural diversity is embraced every day and celebrated through major events such as Harmony Day
and NAIDOC Week. Our motto, 'Learning Together,' captures the community focus of our school. We
are committed to building strong and positive partnerships with parents and local community.

A strong focus is placed on academic achievement with priorities in literacy and numeracy. English as
an additional language or dialect (EAL/D) students are a major consideration in all programs. A
specialist EAL/D teacher supports teaching programs and individual planning is integral to the
success of students at risk. Additional programs include Breakfast Club, After School Sports, Learning
Club, Lego club and chess club.
Boyare is a 'Six Kinds of Best School' and places emphasis on social learning and values education.
Our Student services department, Aboriginal and Islander Education Officer, School Chaplain and
School Psychologist, along with members of the leadership team, are important contributors to our
strong Student Services Team.
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Parent expectations, through the School Council and P&C Association reflect a concern for the safety
and well-being of the students and a wish for the students to succeed in all areas of school life.
The P&C Association is run by a small but enthusiastic group of parents. The School Council has parent
and community representatives who are involved in discussions of school priorities, accepting the
school budget and other non-curriculum decisions.
Feedback is actively sought through the P&C and School Council on all school matters. This year the
school survey was conducted with a record number of parent responses.

SCHOOL CHAPLAIN
Boyare Primary School provides a Chaplaincy service to the school community, funded by the school
and federally through YouthCARE.
The Chaplain addresses social, emotional, mental and spiritual needs of staff, students and their
families, working as part of the student services team to:
 Build relationships with students, families and staff
 Offer pastoral care
 Be a mentor
 Provide a link between school and community.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENTS AT BOYARE PRIMARY
Our students have had the opportunity to participate in a wide range of special programs.
 Visual Arts Specialist
The Arts
 Music Specialist
 Boyare’s Got Talent

Special Programs






Breakfast Club
Smith Family Learning Club
Languages Other Than English (Italian)
12 Buckets (Mentoring Program)

PE and Sport









PE Specialist
Sporting Schools
Lightning Carnivals
In-term swimming lessons
Sporting clinics
In-school coaching programs
Interschool Cricket Competition

Lunch Time Clubs




Chess Club
Lego Club
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STEM Water rocket videos

I PADS for the Arts

Improved parent
connection
School improvement
(carpet and toilets)
TEAMWORK BY Staff
during COVID-19
challenges
Whole school
Excursion
Writing

Buddy class

Our Kids Love learning

Science Lab completion

A-ha moments and
progress

New Playground

Year 6 Camp

Lynette’s permanency

Bibbulman and John
Forrest Walk
Scitech Excursion

Data collection
Sibling love during COVID

Admin support during
COVID

Great Kindy Cohort

Creative schools
program
Relationships with
students

All the support Marilyn
the tech wiz and setting
up all the lovely morning
teas
Bubbles and butterflies in
Early childhood
Individual student
achievements

COVID-19 Resiliency by
kids
Sports Carnival and
Interschool Sports

Spelling Bee and Speaking
Competition

Swimming (independence
in change rooms)
Interschool ChessNationals
Yoga for senior students
Johns return to work

HIGHLIGHTS OF 2020
Book Fair
The book fair is in its third year and run by the English Committee. Students have an opportunity to
view and read the books with their teachers, then to purchase either with their class or with parents.
It has been a great opportunity for parents to spend time with their child in a literacy rich
environment.

Speaking Competition
2020 was the 26th year that the Boyare speaking competition has run. This event gives our students
an opportunity to demonstrate their public speaking skills.
Every year we have a new topic and these are based on the cross curriculum priorities of
Engagement with Asia, Indigenous Cultures and History and Sustainability.
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This year we used the NAIDOC theme ‘Because of her I can”. All students competed at a classroom
level with the best speakers competing at our Whole School Speaking Competition. The standard of
speaking was again exceptionally high.

12 Buckets is a highly regarded and formally
recognised children's charity. At no charge to schools
and without Government funding, 12 Buckets delivers
its first-class One-to-One Mentoring Program and
Basketball Program, to four primary schools in Perth's
northern suburbs.
Since becoming a 12 Buckets School in 2016, 12 Buckets have provided one on one mentoring for
selected students and provided a range of educational opportunities for our students including
Interschool Basketball.
In 2020, sixteen students were mentored under the program.
Under the 12 Buckets motto of ‘giving back’ when students work with
their mentor they will give back and which has sometimes taken the
form of sharing what has been cooked or produced from plants in
their garden. One student alongside her mentor prepared and hosted
a morning tea for selected staff and students.
We acknowledge the fantastic work done by 12 Buckets and the
amazing mentors who volunteer their time to work with our
students. We also acknowledge our Liaison who works alongside the
student services team who identify students to participate in the
program.

CREATIVE SCHOOLS
Case Study

Boyare
Primary School
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The school is participating in Creative Schools for its second year. Principal Glen
Murray explains, “The teachers loved it last year; they wanted to do it again and our
school coordinator raved about the program.” This year, the Year 1/2 split classroom
is exploring the concept of home and community with Teacher Fiona Hunt, and
Creative Practitioner Scott Galbraith – a dancer. Covid-19 has been an unsettling time
for children worldwide as they were increasingly confined to their homes. At Boyare,
some migrant families have also been trapped overseas and unable to travel home to
Australia due to border closures. Students are developing a deeper understanding of
what a home means; that it is more than just a house. The focus of the project is on
developing student literacy skills and imaginative capabilities, through exploring the
concept of home using movement, oral language, visual expression and writing.
The YEAR 4/5 class studied space with teacher Lynette Chua
and Creative Practitioner Felicity Groom who is a musician. Students learnt
about the universe, designed imaginative space-travelling animal
characters, crafted their own planets and much more as they explored the
topic of space from a science and literacy perspective. The engagement,
enjoyment and learning is evident.

ATTENDANCE
Regular attendance is crucial to ensuring children’s optimum academic achievement and various
strategies and resources are in place to increase Boyare P.S attendance rate.
Boyare P.S uses MGMOutReach+ to notify parents of their child/ren absences. This is monitored daily
and absences and/or reasons are recorded in Integris. Due to the large amount of EAL/D families,
there is room for improvement in the way we could increase parents’ responses to this message
system.
In 2020, attendance set targets goals were not fully achieved. A combined effort between Admin staff,
school psychologist, Chaplain and AIEO have worked tirelessly to support students improve their
overall attendance at school. COVID-19 has had an impact in some of those targets not having being
achieved.
We still have 4% of students attending Boyare P.S who are identified as being in the “severely at risk”
category level of attendance. There is also a 6.5% of students in the “moderate risk” category.
When the statistics are examined closely in terms of the individual students, it seems that it is mainly
confined to a small number of families with multiple children attending the school. In other cases, the
absences are the result of family who were unable to return from overseas due to COVID-19, and
extreme family circumstances where safety was a big concern. In the latest, CPFS is already supporting
the family.
On a positive note, the percentage of our Year 6 students in the At Risk/Severe category has gone
from 15.79% to a 6.5%. This has to be one of our achievements this year to be highlighted. However,
we haven’t had the same kind of success with our Aboriginal students despite all the hard work and
intervention put into it. We had a 40% (10 students) who fall into the “severely at risk” category level
of attendance. Our set target was to go down to a 15%. We still have a 20% of Aboriginal students in
the “moderate risk category”.
All these students are clearly identified and we will continue to address students’ concerning level of
attendance through support mechanisms and Student Services programs.
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Lateness for some students continues to be an area of concern for another small group of families
also. Sometimes the same family falls within both categories. Truancy is not an issue within our school.
In general, we have a 90% attendance across the school.

The comparison between both semesters, is a clear indication how we have picked up after COVID19 restrictions were lifted, and our staff continued to reinforce the importance of students returning
to school.
Recommendations for 2021:
* Continue to use MGMOutReach+ to notify parents of their child/s absences.
* Revisit the Attendance Procedure Flowchart for staff
* Revisit the tracking system to tighten it and implement a sequential chain of events with letters
home.
* Continue the newsletter reminders
* Continue the recognition of student who attain 99% attendance for the term; “Club 99” will be
announced at assembly and rewarded with a coloured wrist band.
* Continue making phone calls home on the day of any absence from a high risk student.
* Continue weekly letters to trace any unexplained absences from previous week.
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BEHAVIOUR MANAGEMENT AND DISCIPLINE
Boyare Primary School places a particular emphasis on social learning and values education.
We aim to:
 Create a positive environment within the school and classroom so that the teachers and
students can work together in harmony.
 Create a caring school environment where the rights and responsibilities of the individual
are recognised and respected.
 Recognise those members of the school community whose exemplary behaviour promotes a
positive and caring school environment.
 Establish a set of rules that protect the rights of all individuals.
 Establish a clear set of consequences for individuals who do not accept their responsibilities
and break rules, so that they are encouraged to recognise and respect the rights of others.
 Establish procedures so that conflicts can be resolved in a positive non-violent manner. We
do this by reinforcing positive behaviour and achievement through methods such as winning
faction rewards, weekly ticket draws, major prize draw at the end of each semester, class
rewards on a weekly basis for lining up, tidy class and tidy bags, class Values Certificates etc.
In 2020 Boyare Primary continued to develop strategies to improve classroom and playground
behaviour. The number of organised lunchtime activities continues to grow and develop. This
structured opportunity allows for students experiencing challenges on the playground to be under
more direct supervision. Our Leadership Program ensures all Year 6 students are included in
leadership activities and are expected to set an example for the rest of the school. Staff noted the
positive way in which students took on board this role.

STUDENT SERVICES
Student wellbeing continues to be a strong focus in the school and includes social, emotional,
physical and cognitive domains. The student services team, consisting of Deputy Principals, School
Psychologist, Chaplain and AIEO, meet fortnightly to discuss student wellbeing.
Students are referred to the team by teachers using an established process. Information from
parents and outside agencies also comes to the student services team. Through collaborative
problem solving a plan of action to address concerns is formulated. Students continue to be
monitored and adjustments made accordingly. Teachers are informed of the minutes relative to
their students through confidential email.
Cognitive Domain - Teachers develop documented plans to address the learning needs of individuals
and groups of students. All differentiations are discussed with parents to inform and request their
support. The school psychologist is an important member of the team as her insight into student
behaviour and learning is valuable for teachers when documenting plans. She may complete
observations and / or cognitive assessments on identified students to assist in identifying areas of
need. The school Psychologist also acts as an important liaison with Health professionals. In 2020 the
Smith Family ran an after school Learning Club for Year 2 students focussing on Literacy, only during
term three due to Covid-19. Attendance statistics are also discussed and the Department action plan
is followed. Early Childhood continues to be a focus for early identification, particularly in speech
and referrals made to the Child Development Centre or Parent and Child Centre and when
appropriate the Language Development Centre.
Social/ Emotional Domain – Our values program ‘Six Kinds of Best’ is promoted throughout the
school. Individual Behaviour Management Plans (IBMP) and Risk Management Plans (RMP) are
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developed in collaboration with teachers and the Admin Team. Clubs such as Games, Leggo, Chess
and Glee promote self-esteem and positive assertiveness. The Psychologist and Chaplain carry out
discussions with individual or groups of students to promote social skills and discuss social issues.
We continue to use PATHS as our whole school program promoting emotional and social
competencies and reducing aggression and behaviour problems.
We have a close working relationship with SSENS, SSEND, Therapy Focus, CDC and Abilities to
support our students with Disabilities. In our efforts to support families and students accessing
services we have increased the number of agencies who deliver services in the school to include
Rocky Bay, ISAAD and Next Challenge. Students are now under NDIS and we support parents as we
all negotiate these changes. We hold regular case conferences with all stakeholders to review and
update documented plans.
When parent meetings are held, home issues may be raised and possible assistance for the families
discussed. The Chaplain may be of support or we may make referrals to services such as Family
Support – MercyCare, Wanslea or the Parent and Child Centre. ASeTTS (Association for Services to
Torture and Trauma Survivors) continues to support families. We have recently accessed assistance
from Mercy Connect who mentor and support refugee students in the classroom.
Acknowledgement for positive behaviour -Our main source of acknowledgement of students being
the ‘Six Kinds of Best’ is Assembly Stars.

Number of assembly stars

Assembly Stars 2020
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
year 1

year 2

year 3

year 4

year 5

year 6

Year Level

Most assembly stars have been awarded to year one students, totalling 261. Our year two students
received 225 and our year three student’s 247 assembly stars. Our year four students received the
smallest number of assembly stars with 75 and year five received 88. Our year six’s were our largest
cohort in 2020 and received 159 assembly stars. Students who have assembly stars have an
opportunity to go into a draw for one of six prizes.
Brilliant Kids morning tea acknowledge our quiet achievers. They are the students who can always
be relied upon to be the ‘Six Kind of Best in class. Morning tea is well supported by staff and parents
and is another way to promote positive behaviour in class. Other incentives include;
 Fortnightly merit certificates are presented during our assembly, along with literacy and
numeracy capes.
 Positive reinforcement and rewards feature in every classroom.
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Students displaying positive behaviours on the playground are rewarded with a token, which
they post into their faction container, and each week, the winning faction is rewarded with
an extra 10-minute play time after the lunch break.

We continuously improve the classroom office referral system, with teachers filling in referral forms,
and culminates in the teacher and student formulating a shared goal which is clearly articulated on
the referral form.

90

Negative Behaviour

Number of Students

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Category

In 2020 the greatest number of negative behaviours have occurred with a violation of code of
conduct or classroom rules. There were almost 70 physical abuse violations recorded, nearly 40%
were by year 4 students and 23% by year 6 students. The violations occur on the playground and
reasons would indicate a lack of resiliency and problem solving skills (e.g. perceived unfairness in a
game, being pushed, physical altercation following a verbal disagreement.)
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Number of negative behaviours

Negative behaviour by Year
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Year 1 (31
students)

Year 2 (23
students)

Year 3 (38
Students)

Year 4 (32
Students)

Year 5 (31
Students)

Year 6 (46
Students)

Year level and number of students

Year 5 and year 6 have recorded 77 violations each, Year 6 has the largest number of students. Year
2 with the smallest number students has recorded the least number of violations.
We introduced our Good Standing Policy in 2020. This was carefully scaffolded to ensure students
and parents were able to clearly understand all students start with Good Standing and this allows
them to participate in extra curricula activities such as incursions and excursions. The ways in which
students lose their Good Standing was articulated using the elements students are familiar with such
as green slips and office referrals, this means loss of privilege such as extra curricula activities. The
policy was sanctioned by the School Council, parents were informed and a visual representation was
used to introduce the policy to students.
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School Psychologist Report
The role of the School Psychologist is integral to the student services team. At Boyare we purchase
additional time to ensure we meet the needs of students; below is a summary of her involvement in
2020

Other includes but not limited to:
Professional learning to staff
Newsletter articles
Service planning and evaluations
Record-keeping
Student services / attendance meetings
Recommendations 2021
 Continue fortnightly student services meeting to discuss students on register, new referrals
and attendance data.
 Continue additional funding for Chaplain time
 Continue additional funding for School Psychologist time
 Support the implementation of our ‘Good Standing’ policy by revisiting the display during
mini assemblies, purchasing new Six Kinds of Best materials
 Revisit the Office Referral process with staff
 Reshape Office Referral and Resolution Room Referral to reflect Good Standing recording
 Purchase 100 tokens
 Chaplain to continue to run lunch time clubs
 School Psychologist and Chaplain to assist teacher in specific classes to run social skill
programs
 Source whole staff PL for Vision impaired students
 Access funding for epilepsy training
 Purchase books for teachers to use with students to support social and emotional health.
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STUDENT PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
Data from a number of sources including SAIS, EARS, First Cut and school based data from the whole
school data collection process, along with Progress Maps, Behaviour Management and Attendance
were analysed at various times in 2020; by the administrative team, Student Services team and
teaching staff, and collaborative discussions have occurred at an administrative, teacher and
community level. The school has again made extensive use of the National Assessment Program
Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN.) The school uses NAPLAN testing to validate teacher judgements
about student performance. The data has been able to inform, support and confirm teacher
identification of ‘at risk’ children.

REVIEW OF LITERACY LEARNING AREA
We had unexpected changes to our original plans for 2020 but it was still a productive year.
Challenges

Distance Learning It was a massive learning curve for all staff, students and parents.
Programs We didn’t quite get Talk for Writing rolled out as we hoped. Originally the goal
was to have all classes teaching and implementing Talk for Writing this year.
All teachers should have completed Talk for writing PL. This became impossible when face
to face PL was suspended due to physical distancing requirements. Any teachers who have
not attended the PL will need to attend in 2021 including staff returning after time away.
Also, new staff were not given sufficient PL and resources for English programs in our school
plan including Talk for writing, PLD synthetic phonics, Jolly Phonics and Words Their Way.
Assessments Did not all happen exactly as per the original assessment schedule due to
unforeseen circumstances.
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Assessment Item

Students Tested

Date

Administered
by

Term 1
Assessment Item

Students Tested

Date

Completed

Years 1 and 2
1-6

By Week 4
Week 4

Administered
by
Teacher
Teacher

Letters Sound Test
SOCS
Diana Rigg/PLD Screen
On Entry Testing
Documented Support Plans

P – 2(& students not 100%)
Kindergarten
Kindergarten
PP
Year K-6

Week 4
By week 6
By week 6
By Week 6

Teacher or EA
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher



Term 2
Assessment Item

Students Tested

Date

NAPLAN
Running records PM/Probe
High frequency/ Sight Words
Report Grade Summary
Brightpath- Oral Narrative
Written Narrative

Years 3 and 5
PP-6
P-6
P-6
PP-1 and SAER 3-6
2-6

Week 3
Week 6
End of Term
Week 7
Week 10

EAL/D Progress Maps
Assessment
Term 4
Assessment Item

P-6 that qualify

Week 5 & 6

Teacher
Specialist

Students Tested

Date

Brightpath Oral narrative
Written Narrative
High frequency/ Sight Words
Letter Sounds Screen

K-PP and SAER 1-6
1-6
P-6
P-2 (& students not
100%)
1-6

Week 5

Administered
by
Teacher

Week 10
Week 10

Teacher or EA
Teacher or EA

To be collated
To be collated

Week 8

Teacher

To be collated

P-6
PP-2 and SAER
P-6 that qualify

Week 7
Week 8
Week 5 & 6

Teacher
Teacher

To be collated
PP-1
X see above

LDC PA Assessment
Words Their
Inventory

Words Their
Inventory

Way

Way

Running Record
PA screen
EAL/D Progress Maps
Assessment

Spelling

Spelling

Week 10
Completed term 2

Data collected




some




Administered
by
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher or EA
Teacher
Teacher

Teacher
Specialist

X

Data not collected


Data not collected.
Moderation PL instead
&

Completed term 3 only

Data not collected.
Moderation PL instead

&

Successes
Distance Learning It was an EPIC display of collaboration, cooperation, willingness to learn new
things, explore digital options, problem solving and inspirational enthusiasm from every single
member of staff. Everyone also really had to reflect on exactly what we had to teach, how parents
could understand and manage and what students could try and achieve success in each of their
personal situations. Despite the distance we seemed to build stronger relationships with our
students and really clarify the curriculum needs and student abilities in the process.
We also had access to try many digital resources for free and complete digital resource PL on
demand online.
Programs We have had a small success, in that most teachers have shared that their classes have
had a go at least doing some. PP collaboratively planned a unit, Year 1s have done some texts and
had some success with some hot/cold tasks and short burst writing, Room 4 has done some fabulous
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work with T4W. The middle block has had a go at some T4W. Room 14 had a go at the whole retell,
imitate, innovate and generate cycle in term 1.
We continued to use Words Their Way and the LDC spelling pattern sequence; PLD resources, Jolly
Phonics, LDC PA resources. We are starting to see increasing progress in data coming in.
We are also looking at ways to better track and differentiate for our students at educational risk. The
handover information from the end of the year to start of year was used well at the start of the year,

Phonological Awareness Screen 2020
0-30
31-50
51-85
86-100

Syllable
Onset Rime
Phoneme
Vowel
Average

PP
Term 1
64.5
44.6
21.5
5.5
28.8

Year 1
Term 4
80.7
51.9
43.8
30.8
47.8

Term 1
77.2
61.3
50.6
30.9
51.9

Year 2
Term 4

92.4
77.3
73.2
55.4
72.8

Term 1
89.2
65
57.3
43
60.3

Term 4
95
86.3
78
75.8
81.7

going on many conversations with staff. Teachers are also preparing end of year data now and it is
exciting to see some trends of gradual overall increases.
Oral Language
Katrina has done an outstanding job helping staff to
Response
Speaking
understand and practice Brightpath moderation so that we
can more accurately assess and track student progress.
Displayed very good
20%
early oral language skills.
Displayed good early
oral language skills.

42.2%

Displayed some early
oral language skills.

20%

Displayed no or few
early oral language skills.

17.8%

Response

Oral Language
Initial sounds

Very good

0%

0%

35.6%

13%

Some or good

Final sounds

Resources
No or little
64.4%
86.7%
The Resource Room continues to run
and expand (both a challenge and a
success). This year we cleared out some
out-dated teacher resource books and texts. We also moved some older books from guided reading
to home reading. This is a work in progress and we will continue to work on this over 2021.
Tubs of intervention resources provided for each block.
Boxes of books provided for each room.
Purchased
 Year 1 semester 1 decodable texts and hope to add the remaining decodable texts to align with
the PLD whole school program (focus k-3 to begin 2021).
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 Heggerty texts purchased to assist teachers with implementing Phonological Awareness on a
daily basis as the school as a whole has many gaps in PA skills and understanding. These books
are time savers and have the sequence on learning and difficulty already planned for us.
 Springboard into Comprehension big books were replaced that went missing.
 New Spelling Bee word lists to align with copyright so they can be used by all schools in the Swan
West Network.
 Mastery Files- large and mini to support the large number of SAER students.
Highlights
Events
Literacy Week was held at a different time than originally planned. We normally have literacy week
aligned with book week but as book week was postponed due to physical distancing requirements,
we celebrated literacy week in week 10 of term 3.
The annual speaking competition and spelling bee were held during Literacy Week. All staff and
students put in a huge effort to prepare. So much work always goes into the preparation for the
competitions by the students and teachers. Classes and so many staff help prepare displays and
many parents came to appreciate your amazing team effort.
Book Week dress up day celebration closed Literacy Week and term 3.
Boyare hosted the 2020 Swan West Network Interschool Spelling Bee for the 3rd year. Dianella
Heights are the current champions.
We will hold Book Fair in week 8 of term 4. All proceeds will be used to purchase literacy resources.
We have already purchased all the Keylinks but will look at topping up other texts such as HiLo
readers and Literacy games to add to tubs as well as purchasing the book prizes for events like
Literacy Week so we don’t need to spend budget money on them. Our aim for the Book Fair was to
get the students excited about reading and raise some money to purchase guided reading books for
the school.
Professional Learning
Probe Reading Assessment 2 was introduced. It seems most staff who work with star readers at that
level have had a go.
Term 4 voluntary literacy chats after school each week. The goal of these sessions is to read a bit
before the session so we all know ‘what’, ‘why’ and ‘how’ of the topic, provide useful teaching
strategies, tips for differentiation, learning experiences, resources, assessments, ways to increase
engagement and offer a space for teachers and EAs to have a go and share their successes too!
So far we have looked at:





guided reading
reading assessments including Probe 2 and moderation
phonological awareness
developmental norms for oral language and basic areas of semantics
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Tarin Henbury attended the Literacy Leaders School Network facilitated by the NEMLDC. By
attending this PL series each year new resources are shared, old resources are updated, and new
resources and programs are reviewed. We get updates of the latest research based best practice.
We are informed of opportunities for free online PL. Our school has access to 3 free face to face PLs
too. This year EAs attended PL at NEMLDC.
The Swan West Network has also set up learning area and early childhood network communities
which will be organising guest speakers for the network.
We have applied to host student speech pathologists in 2021. The student speech pathologists are
placed by the LDC and can work with our students, provide in class support, small group intervention
and teach teachers and parents how best to support student learning. It is a highly sought-after
service. Applications are being reviewed at the end of week 7 and we should know if we have made
a successful expression of interest/ application in week 8.
We look forward to continuing our goals of creating a more whole school approach to literacy in 2021
and improving our English learning outcomes.

REVIEW OF MATHEMATICS LEARNING AREA
Review of NAPLAN Targets 2020

Year 3 – All students
2018 Result
40% very low to low progress
42% moderate progress
15% high progress

2020 Target for stable cohort
35% very low to low progress
46% moderate progress
19 % high to very high
progress

2020 Result
NAPLAN was cancelled this
year due to COVID-19.

2020 Target for stable cohort
42% very low to low progress
50% moderate progress
8 % high to very high progress

2020 Result
NAPLAN was cancelled this
year due to COVID-19.

Stable cohort progress results
slightly better
Boys / Girls similar

Year 3 LBOTE
2018 Result
47% very low to low progress
47% moderate progress
6% high progress
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Year 5 – All students
2018 Result
44% very low to low progress
26% moderate progress
20% high progress
10% very high progress

2020 Target for stable cohort
38 % very low to low progress
28% moderate progress
22% high progress
12 % very high progress

2020 Result
NAPLAN was cancelled this
year due to COVID-19.

Stable cohort had higher
progress and better than like
schools

Year 5 LBOTE
2018 Result
20% very low
38% low progress
20% moderate progress
12% high progress
10% very high progress

2020 Target for stable cohort
16 % very low
34% low progress
24% moderate progress
14% high progress
12 % very high progress

2020 Result
NAPLAN was cancelled this year
due to COVID-19.

1 Minute Maths Data Analysis 2020
Semester One results were submitted via OC Data whole data collection tool. Semester Two results
to be submitted after reports.

NAPLAN Analysis 2020
There has been no NAPLAN this year due to COVID-19 and therefore no NAPLAN Analysis was made. We will carry
over the targets from 2020 to 2021 as these will be the same cohort completing NAPLAN 2021 in a different year
level.
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Diagnostic Map Data Analysis 2020
This will be completed after reports and we will share results at the beginning of 2021.

The indicators at the top give an understanding of the developmental learning. Teachers can see at a glance which
concepts have been grasped by majority of the class and which areas need more teaching time. This will also help
with student ability grouping earlier in the year.
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Reflecting on 2020
At Boyare Primary School, we collect whole school data for maths review and planning purposes from the following
sources:
 NAPLAN
 1 Minute Maths
 Reporting to Parents
 On Entry data PP
 First Steps Diagnostic Maps
Opportunities for TAGs students
Australian Maths Competition results showed that out of 27 students who participated, 4 received a credit, 15
received proficiency (at their year level) and 8 received participation.
This year, Room 8 benefited from specialist maths support once a week in their classrooms to provide extension
opportunities for TAGs students, led by classroom teachers. Fiona supported teachers in planning for and
implementing targeted maths learning activities, as well as assessment and data collection.
We are recommending Matholia Singapore Maths for extension children for 2021.
Support for SAER students
This year, Boyare continued focusing on mental maths recall skills.
SAER students continue to receive support through Documented Plans within the classroom.
This year, Years 2-5 classes benefited from specialist maths support once a week in their classrooms to provide
support for SAER students, depending on classroom teacher input. Fiona supported teachers in planning for and
implementing targeted maths learning activities as well as assessment and data collection.
Highlights of 2020









STEM Expo continued to be a well-supported and diverse showcase for our amazing staff and students this
year!
Connect 4 Challenge – Junior to Senior students participated in Connect 4 practice and competition
throughout Semester 2 during lunch times. Great commitment, excitement and sportsmanship from all
involved! Medals presented to champions and certificates presented to runners-up at assembly.
Many children are using Prodigy at home and at school to build on their maths skills with great enjoyment 
First Steps Diagnostic Map is continuing to record student progress over the year and provide useful
feedback to teachers. We will continue with Number strand in 2021and introduce a new strand.
Open-ended maths games purchased for K-2 classrooms
iPad apps/uses – Osmo, Moose Maths, Khan Academy, Kahoots have been greatly enjoyed by early
childhood and junior primary classes
Lego Club (run by Tarin)
We have joined MAWA
Recommendations for 2021

We recommend:





Matholia to continue for 2021
Continue to use Mr Al-Hassany for pre-loading mathematics vocabulary to support our EAL/D students
Continue to promote and develop familiarity with the language of mathematics in daily lessons
Mental maths practise at least three times a week – similar to Boyare sight words. This might look different
depending on the year level.
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Consider getting students involved in setting their own achievement goals for mathematics (individual or
small group). Maths Committee will provide some PD on this in early 2021.
Continue STEM expo – have a visitor book for comments next year
Continue Connect 4 Challenge – Tournament across Semester 2 in 2021and possibly introduce a new game
called ‘24’
Continue maths specialist support where needed
Maths Committee to think about ‘Maths Bags’ – a take-home initiative for Semester Two 2021.
Maths Committee to run ‘Have Sum Fun Online’ competition for our gifted and talented students in Year 5
and 6 from Aug 9th to Aug 27th
Staff survey to ask teachers about:
o What mental strategies are you teaching in class?
o How do you assess students’ mental strategies in your class?
o Would you like a top-up PL on the teaching and assessment of mental strategies from Maths
Committee?
o Are your students meeting the requirements for Statistics and Probability for your year level?
o Are there any areas that are proving more challenging for them in Statistics and Probability?
o Would you like a top-up PL session on Statistics and Probability from Maths Committee?
o Are there any other areas you would like top-up PL sessions for?
o Do you have any other general thoughts about maths at Boyare Primary School?
Look into BrightPath Mathematics for whole school assessment and data collection as staff have reflected
that they would like to find an alternative to the Diagnostic Maps.

As we have no new data from NAPLAN 2020 (cancelled), we continue to recommend teachers take extra
consideration when covering these areas of maths based on 2018 and 2019 NAPLAN data analysis:
Question type



Unpacking and analysing questions, including where there might be more than one answer
Multi-layered, multi-step problems

Number and Algebra
 Fractions and decimals
 Number patterns
 Multiplication and division word problems
 Using number lines
 Understanding the wording around those addition and subtraction questions, e.g. “How many more
students prefer ___ than ___?” “What’s the difference between ____ and ____?”
 Number sentence / balancing equations / part-part whole
 Currency
Statistics and Probability
 Reading different kinds of graphs and tables
 Grid reading / graph reading
 Language of chance

Measurement and Geometry
 Right angles
 Tells time to the minute using an analogue clock
 Using a scale
 Calendar questions
 Equivalent measurements
 Measuring with informal units
 Time / past / to / digital
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Purchasing
The Maths Committee will purchase the following in 2021:
 Matholia subscription per student
 4 more Osmo kits pending a Black Friday sale (in addition to 8 purchased end of 2019

TECHNOLOGIES
This year the focus of technologies as part of STEM was retained with:


Continued integrating of STEM within classrooms.



Implementation of Lego club in Term Four.



A celebration of STEM occurred in Term Four with ‘STEMEXPO 2020”. Parents and community were invited to
participate in the annual STEMEXPO where student’s work from K-6 were displayed in interactive activities.



Replenishment of, and addition to, existing technology resources focus on unplugged resources.



Professional development provided by Shane McGurk from Next Learning.



Coordinated approach to PL based on staff needs.



Staff continued with professional development in Technologies with a focus on the Apple suite of products in
line with the primary ICT resource of iPads used in the school. Apple TV were installed in every class.



Top up of 30 iPads 128GB: x15 iPads to ECE x15 iPads Middle Block



The Arts received a bank of iPads to share.

Goals for 2021:





Top up sessions during staff meetings on how to use different STEM/ICT products.
Meet with a TDS school- to further develop understandings and knowledge of implementing of STEM within
the classrooms.
Ongoing professional learning for staff.
Swan West Network to deliver professional learning to networking teachers.
HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES REVIEW

The highlights for 2020:
 NAIDOC Incursion/Term Three Yarri Yaakin. Yarri Yaakin performed the last of the four part series. It was
well received by the school community.
 As per our whole school plan - Caring for the environment (Six Kinds of Best) and Sustainability programs .
Maintaining the “Waterwise” and “Wastewise” programs. We successfully completed the Waterwise Reaccreditation for the next 12 months.
 We have registered for the City of Stirling Containers for Change. Students are being encouraged to bring in
the appropriate containers for their class or the school.
 The selling of the worm fertiziler and castings to the school community by the Year Six students as part of
their leadership program.
 Highlights: the Golden Ticket Worm Farm Tour. This concept was developed by a Year Six student who has
created a marketing program that allows the winner of the Golden Ticket (tickets are found on random
bottles of worm waste when purchased) to take a tour of the Worm Farm, from collecting the waste
buckets, feeding the worms, collecting the waste and bottleing/labeling the containers.
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Resourcefulness during COVID19 – Two Year Six students came up with the idea of selling to parents through
letters home and bringing the products to the school gates for collection when parents were unable to be on
school grounds.
Cultural Awareness Program – designed by staff, incorporating the Aboriginal Framework and
implemented in Room 11,12 and 14 for the Year Five students. The focus is on the Noongar language,
traditions, Six Seasons and culture.

What data has been collected in 2020?
Moderation was undertaken by teachers and data collected given to me by Term Three.
Majority of students attained the same grade for moderation and History Reporting C/D’s
Continued focus on improving student’s engagement and understanding of history.
PLANNING FORWARD.







Continued focus on Aboriginal English within the school. PD - Tracks to Two Way Learning.
NAIDOC 2021 – theme to be confimed.
Blanket incursion for the Year Six students – Aboriginal History Journey in week Three.
HAAS language – children need to become more familiar with words.
Encourage classes to participate in excursions to allow more exposure to the concepts and language of
History.
HAAS Committee to meet for a++ Think Tank session – how to make NAIDOC more interesting and
engaging for students – art work, rotations (Dreamtime stories, cooking, drama etc.)
THE ARTS
Music Review 2020

With the COVID situation some events had to be cancelled or modified.
Musica Viva: Adventures in Antarctica where children would get the opportunity to see and listen to a live
performance including a harp had to be cancelled.
Advantages: We had some more time to be able to use iPads and Garage- band to create music when I lost my IWB
to pre-primaries when toilets were being upgraded.
Music Count Us In: Saw some changes due to school in the east being closed. The event didn’t have the same live
performances of students coming together to sing and play instruments and the students writing the song could not
travel from their own states. Schools and events were broadcast live from their own states thanks to technology.
Boyare students got to see students in Queensland social distancing for the song It Won’t Bring Us down and
experienced for the first time a school in Perth singing the song in our local Aboriginal language, Noongar.
The library was decked out with musical instruments drawn by student from various year levels and tizzied up with
our new sit on spots with musical symbols.
Physical Classroom:
Changes to the budget plan saw the purchase of musical Sit On Spots ordered from America to accommodate any
future social distancing needs through the pandemic. They came in very handy for Parents ‘Night making a giant
treble clef on the carpet and a giant circle for the Pre-Primary and Junior grades to assist in movement work.
Carpet change
Purchase of newspaper stands to store our large clipboards are being stored much more safely and helping with
classroom management.
Use of last year’s purchase of mini whiteboards with music staff lines has been put to use recording rhythms and
music notes.
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One Note calendar for the multipurpose room helps with music being able to use the room for activities requiring
space and at the same time making sure it does not clash with other events eg Kindy Parent Meeting.
Purchase of iPads for The Arts stored in Music room storeroom. No more safety issue and more classes getting to
use the technology for music making.
Purchased 30 new recorders.
Change of program due to pandemic, meant more opportunities for students to excel in singing eg Nour’s solo with
upper students singing in harmony with no music. A year 3 class singing We are One with no music in English and
Noongar.
SCIENCE
A number of initiatives have been continued this year including the Senior students participating in the annual
Science Quest at Mirrabooka Community College. Due to disruption to the program as a result of Covid 19 Curtin
University visits were not scheduled this year.
Standardised planners have continued to be made available for use throughout the school. Greater emphasis will be
placed on this next year.
Last year Boyare Primary School successfully applied for a Science Laboratories and Resource Grants for Primary
Schools. Work on the lab is complete. Furniture has been ordered and will be arriving in late January. Existing
Science materials have been moved into the Science Lab and Staff have been consulted as to what materials they
would specifically like to purchase for use in the lab in 2021. Other Science materials were ordered by staff on a
needs basis this year.
Furniture for the lab has been purchased in consultation with staff. Further purchases with the remaining budget for
furniture will be undertaken next year.
It was expected that Science moderation would be undertaken this year, but a reworking of the data collection
schedule has meant that this will now happen next year.
The use of Science as a moderating tool was investigated during the course of the year. It has been determined that
the use of a school developed CAT would be more appropriate. In conjunction with this, staff will undertake
professional development using Judging Standards to moderate the assessment task collaboratively.
An examination of the school wide reporting data indicates while we are performing close to like schools the use of a
CAT will confirm these results and more clearly define.
Data Collection
Due to disruption caused by Covid 19 to the data collection schedule data will be collected in 2021. This will include
the Student Science Attitude survey and The PATS testing from Years 3-6
Recommendations (Data)
Investigate the use of PATS testing from Years 3 – 6 and complete the School Wide Science Attitude Survey.
Recommendations (Planning)
 Years 5 and 6 to undertake PATS for Science data collection with the intention of expanding this if data is
relevant.
 Provide time and support for staff to facilitate the administration of the PATS testing.
 Staff to continue to implement standardised processes re investigations.

School wide emphasis next year is to be placed upon the following.





Staff familiarising themselves with the new Science Lab
Ensuring the Science Lab remains an interesting print rich environment with
displays being changed each term
Ensuing that the Science lab is used by staff consistently in an effective manner.
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ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
The focus of the EAL/D Cell program in 2020 has been to improve the oral and written competencies of the EAL/D
students across all curriculum areas. The groups accessing the services of the EAL/D teacher and EAL/D education
assistant are:
 Students born in Australia whose first language is one other than English.
 Newly arrived students and students exiting IEC.
 Parents of the above students.
 Teachers who have these students in their classes.
The purpose of the EAL/D program at Boyare is to address the needs of such students. Comparison between Progress
Maps levels of students in first semester and second semester show student progress is improving and this is due to
the programs that have been put in place in Literacy.
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
This year programming and events were co-ordinated and organised by Mrs Tanya Hartfield. While the year became
very difficult to plan and organise, as a school we provided as many school and interschool opportunities as possible.
A new fitness testing program was implemented, with all students in Yr. 3-6 being tested with a 10minute run (to
test aerobic fitness) and a triceps stretch (to test upper body flexibility.) A personal fitness card was made for each
student, to record the data over a long term period. At the start of term 4, students were tested for the final time
this year. Our school results were very good, with 47.7% of students in Yr. 3-6 equalling or improving their personal
bests. This is a fantastic result for our school considering the unsettled nature of the year. Of the 134 students
tested, 32.8% had results that were worse than their personal bests and 19.8% were absent or injured at the time of
testing. There is still work to be done.
Term 1, found students learning the skills, team work, positioning and tactics required to be involved in basketball
and netball. While the actual program was not completed due to the shortened year, students did get a taste of the
sports and what was involved.
When lockdown began, students were given balloons or tennis balls to take home. They were encouraged to do
movement activities with these pieces of equipment. Obstacle courses were drawn on the footpaths out the front of
the school to encourage families to go for walks and to take on the challenge.
When our students returned from holidays to take on Term 2, cleaning and distancing were a major concern. While
taking these into consideration, it was noted that the fitness levels of students had dropped dramatically.
Orienteering and fitness work were programmed so that students could challenge themselves without compromising
the safety of themselves and others. Orienteering was one of the activities students were challenged with, which
required fitness, teamwork, communication and map reading. For some this was a highlight.
Unfortunately for our Senior students, the Term 2 Lightning Carnival was cancelled this year. However, we did
manage to organise a “Friendly” afternoon competition against Dryandra PS. Senior students appreciated and
enjoyed the afternoon.
We then sent two teams of netballers to the Multicultural Netball Competition held at Perth Netball Association.
Thank you to Mrs McAvoy and Mrs Nelson for managing our teams. Thanks also to Mrs McAvoy for organising the
purchase and design of our new netball shirts. They look fantastic.
Physical Education lessons then moved on to Athletic Training in Term 3. Again students were able to challenge
themselves without compromising safety. As the term went on, team games were introduced and the School
Athletics Carnival was held. We had a wonderful turn out from parents, as restrictions eased and our community was
bursting to support our staff and students once more.
On Thursday all students participated in the throws, jumps and long distance events. On Friday the remainder of the
events, short distance and team games were held. Red had another win this year. Congratulations to all those who
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were involved, to those who won medals for Champion Boy and Champion Girl and to those who achieved better
results than in previous years. A special thank you to Chris and Jon in the Grounds Department who always support
the Phys. Ed Department and to North Metro Tafe for the extra support this year.
During Term 3, Mr Carson was able to take some teams to an Interschool event hosted by Dianella Secondary
College. Our teams competed in basketball and soccer. Thank you to Mr Carson for your efforts in organising this.
Again disappointment struck when the Interschool Athletics Carnival was cancelled. With some communications
with some of the local schools, we were able to organise and compete in an Interschool Cricket Competition held at
Dryandra PS. While our team had a great start to the competition, we met our match in the afternoon when we
took on the Champion Team. An overall third place, was a good outcome for the day.
In Term 4, senior students have been working on their Cricket and t-ball skills and tactics. With many interruptions to
the term, the program was not able to be completed to its full potential. Students learnt a lot and had an
opportunity to see how their new skills could be used in traditional Indigenous Games, which were introduced
during NAIDOC week.
Term 4 also saw the school secure a large grant from Sporting Schools Australia. Thank you to Mrs Bartle for effort in
applying, securing and spending the grant. Funds were used to deliver the KIDDO program to our junior students.
KIDDO looks to improve the fundamental movement skills and physical literacy of those involved. Our junior
students have enjoyed being involved and have learnt a lot.
Throughout the year, support has come from different parts of our community. Tennis West, North Beach Tennis
Club and Sorrento Tennis Club, provided tennis balls during COVID. Squash WA and Squash World Mirrabooka also
provided us with Inflatable courts and a coach to help us learn more about the sport.
Thank you to all classroom teachers who took their classes out for extra Physical Ed lessons throughout the year. Our
aim this year has been to keep our students active and moving.
It has been a wonderfully challenging year in Physical Education. We all look forward to developing the skills and
knowledge that come with participating in physical exercise.
Mrs Tanya Hartfield
Primary Physical Education Specialist.

LANGUAGES
Languages - Italian
 Ongoing use and practice of the target language in the classes and when giving instructions
 Ongoing use of games, hands-on and many and varied speaking activities to allow students the practice of
language in many varied activities and across the grades
 Ongoing use of the different language strategies when teaching content: listening, reading, speaking and
writing.
Reflection
Areas for improvement
 Have a checklist with high frequency words for the students at the beginning and at the end of each
term;
 Ongoing - always start lessons with revision of learning
 Every couple of weeks go over prior knowledge of learning content.
 Students often need games or hands-on activities to learn through a language experience model;
 Ongoing planning with other Italian teachers and be part of the TDS school of languages
 Planning to reflect Australian Curriculum and scope and sequence
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 Increase target language use in the classes
 Use explicit and direct instructions – explicit teaching, modelling, consistent and feedback
 Surveyed the students – years 5-6 – Great results

CONCLUSION

2020 was a successful year ensuring Boyare Primary School continues to successfully address the Department’s
Strategic Directions for Government Schools’ priorities in:
1. Provide every student with a pathway to a successful future.
2. Strengthen support for teaching and learning excellence in every classroom.
3. Build the capability of our principals, our teachers and our allied professionals.
4. Support increased school autonomy within a connected and unified public school system.
5. Partner with families, communities and agencies to support the educational engagement of every student.
6. Use evidence to drive decision-making at all levels of the system.
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Financial Summary as at
31 December 2020

Revenue - Cash & Salary Allocation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Voluntary Contributions
Charges and Fees
Fees from Facilities Hire
Fundraising/Donations/Sponsorships
Commonwealth Govt Revenues
Other State Govt/Local Govt Revenues
Revenue from Co, Regional Office and Other Schools
Other Revenues
Transfer from Reserve or DGR
Residential Accommodation
Farm Revenue (Ag and Farm Schools only)
Camp School Fees (Camp Schools only)
Total Locally Raised Funds
Opening Balance
Student Centred Funding
Total Cash Funds Available
Total Salary Allocation
Total Funds Available

Budget
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

5,475.00
22,075.00
7,782.00
5.00
35,337.00
51,105.00
268,500.00
354,942.00
354,942.00

Actual
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Locally Generated Revenue - Budget vs Actual

5,697.50
24,438.80
8,551.85
1,100.00
2,220.88
42,009.03
51,104.79
268,426.35
361,540.17
361,540.17

$000
Budget

Actual

30

25

20

15

10
Transfers from
Locally Raised
$ Funds
38,688.15 Reserves
Student Centred
$ 268,426.35
Funding
0%
Other Govt Grants1,100.00
$
Other
$
2,220.88
Transfers from
$ Reserves$ 310,435.38
Other
1%

Current Year Actual Cash
Sources

Locally Raised Funds
12%

Other Govt Grants
0%

5

0
Revenue Source

Student Centred
Funding
87%

Expenditure - Cash and Salary
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Administration
Lease Payments
Utilities, Facilities and Maintenance
Buildings, Property and Equipment
Curriculum and Student Services
Professional Development
Transfer to Reserve
Other Expenditure
Payment to CO, Regional Office and Other Schools
Residential Operations
Residential Boarding Fees to CO (Ag Colleges only)
Farm Operations (Ag and Farm Schools only)
Farm Revenue to CO (Ag and Farm Schools only)
Camp School Fees to CO (Camp Schools only)
Total Goods and Services Expenditure
Total Forecast Salary Expenditure
Total Expenditure
Cash Budget Variance

Budget

Actual

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

19,586.00
94,100.00
51,120.00
142,123.00
7,500.00
6,013.00
-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

17,865.07
89,031.19
76,945.21
126,044.97
5,436.39
5,000.40
-

$
$
$
$

320,442.00 $
$
320,442.00 $
34,500.00

320,323.23
320,323.23

$000

Goods and Services Expenditure - Budget vs Actual
Budget

Actual

160
140
120
100
80
60

40
20

0

Cash Position
$000
45

Expenditure Purpose

40

35
30
25
20
15
10

Cash Position as at:
Bank Balance
Made up of:
1 General Fund Balance
2 Deductible Gift Funds
3 Trust Funds
4 Asset Replacement Reserves
5 Suspense Accounts
6 Cash Advances
7 Tax Position
Total Bank Balance

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

61,558.64
41,216.94
21,543.53
1,118.17
(2,320.00)
61,558.64

